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ABSTRACT 
At present in the lJnit.ed States prestress~d concrete pipe is rnanufactured 
by onc1 of two methods. ThesP methods ar(1 tht-1 cast and spu11 rr1ethods. The 
principle> difference betwee11 the two rr1ethods is in the placement of the concret(1 
rore of the pipe. Packerhead produced pipt-> was Lip to no\\' lin1ited only to non-
prestressed concret.e pipe. A difficulty in the widespread use of packerhead 
pres tressed pipt-> is the lack of data to determine if the analysis equations for 
spun and cast prestressPd pipes are app]icab]e to packerhead pipe. In this inves-
tigation the creep factor for packerhead prestressed pipe is determined and com~ 
pared to the creep fact,or for spun and cast prestressed concrete pipf'; 
Thr creep factor \\·as found by first calculating th(' zero corr1pression pre~-
snre before all )osses have orrured for identical spun and cast pip('. l"hen th·i~ 
calru)ated value \\·as compared to the test pre_ssures obtained from the hydros-
tatic tests of six packerhead produ·ced prestressed pipes. 
From the comparison~ the validity of using the analysis equations for spun 
and cast pipe in the design of packerhead pipe was verified. By using a creep 
factor of 1.5 the analysis equations produced values in agreement with the test 
behavior of the packerhead pipes. 
1 
1.1 Backgro11nd 
Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Prestressed concrPt,e is a n1ateria) .that is very useful for rnaking liquid 
retaining structures~ such as pipes. becaust' the elimination of 
cracks under work-
ing loads avoids Jeakag(' and corroc:ion. : 1 For concrete~ unlike other struc
tural 
engineering rnateria.ls: 
is far more like a living tissu(,. Like the latter. it is affect.ed by any 
e.xt.erna) act.ion-va.riation of pressure. t.ernperature. or hurnidity and since 
part of the effect is irreversiblf~ there rerr1ains a part which is 
never 
ron1pletely affaced. 1'hus it has rnen·1ory and that even in its hig
hest 
rnanifestat.ions. is no rnor(· t ban a hysteresis phenomenon as in th(l ras(· 
of cen·1ent. lt has it.s age: \VhPn circulatio11 canals have reduced 
the-ir 
sections to the extr~TTl('. its properties approach t.hose of true solids. Jt. 
ha~ its sleep. for its act ivit >. rnay bf• slo\\·ed do\vn or stopped 
by· lack 
of ". at er and restarted by \\ et ti n.g. 
Of all its similarities t.o a hun1an being that which interests us 
most 
is its faculty of healing its wounds and· its ability to overco
me causes 
of failure. '.2] 
' } 
Pres tressed concrete for use in concrete pipes is also very go
od ·because of 
the ease with which a cylindrical structure can be ptestres
sed. In cylindrical 
structures the prestress can be applied very simply by wra
pping the prestress 
wires circumferentially around the pipe just as gun barrel manufacturers hav
e 
·been doing for many years. [I] 
2 
1.2 HistoricBI Bsc-kground 
Th<' first. attempt at prestressing r.oncret<' was rriade in· (_;ermany in 1888. 
'fhesP experiments failed because thr rnortar used to bond the steel and concrete 
developed insufficient strength to hold thr two together. Lat('r in the 1900's 
some success \Vas achievrd i.n prestressing concrete beams by anchoring thr rnild 
st.eel reinforcen1ent to end plat.es to insure against. slippage due to bond failure. 
There \Vas tremendou.s improvernent in .prest.ressed concretr design \\'hen high 
strength wire and high strength concretr were used in France. Siner then 
prestressing has ·been successfully ~pplied to a variety of structures such as floor 
slabs. arches and railroad ties. The developrnent of prestressed concrett' pipe 
startt'd in I 9:l i. Aft.er five y<1ars. of r(·searcb the first comrnercial pipe was 
rnanufartured in 1942. 2 
1.3 Description of Pipe 
Prestressed concrete pipe is used ptimarily for the d.istribution of \\'ater at 
high pressures. It is manufactured and tested in accordance with the· American 
Wat-er Works Association Specification C-301. [3] 
The AWW A C301 Specification, sets the design requirements for two types 
of prestressed concrete cylinder pipe, ( 1) lined cylinder pipe and (2) embedded 
cylinder pipe. Lined cylinder pipe. is made up of a continuously welded s·heet 
steel cylinder with joint rings attached to. its ends. The completed steel 
cylinder is then tested hydrostatically for watertightness to about 170 MPa 
(25,000 psi) . The inside of the steel cylinder is then lined with high strength. 
concrete, by one of several methods. After proper curing, the lined cylinder i's 
then wrapped ·with high tensile wire at a carefully ·controlled tension and spac-
3 
.. 
ing. A pneumat.ically applied mortar mix is then placed over th<· cylinder and 
wirr for protection. !4~ 15; The diameter of lined pipe is generally in the range 
of 0.41-1.2 rn (16-48 in) in diameter. however, larger diameter pipes such as 1.5 
n1 ( 6() in) can b<-> made; 
thesis. 
It. is this t.ype of pipe· which is examined in this 
Embedded cylinder pip<' is very similar to lined pipe, except that the steel 
cylinder is surrounded by ooncrete. The prestressing wire is wrapped on a con· 
cret,e layer out.side the st eel cylinder. rather than on tlw steel cylinder. Th<· 
diameter of this type of pip,· ranges from 0.61-1.8 rn (24-72 in) in diameter. 
4 Generally. th(' larger. higher pressure diameter pipes are of th<· embedded 
type. 
1.3.1 Purpose of Concrete Core 
The concrete core cohtributes in a variety of ways to the integrity of tht· 
pipe. The concrete core: 
l. Protects the cylinder from corrosion 
2. Provides a smooth surface with efficient hydraulic properties and 
3. ls .. the structura] back bone of the pipe 
llpon prestressing the concrete tore and cylinder are compressed by the 
prestressing wire. As the hydrostatic pressure is increased, the stresses in the 
concrete core decreases such that at the· operating pressure there is a slight 
compression in the concrete core. [ 6] 
4 
~ 
·•-1.r 
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1.3.2 Purpose of Steel Cylinder 
The ste<~l cylinder fulfills a va.riet.y of needs in the pipe. 1'he steel 
cylinder is a watertight membrane which also serves af,, a reinforcement against 
longitudinal strains resulting from the prestressing and beam loading condition 
stresses. ]f the pipe experiences hydrostatic pressures greater than the designed 
zero compression of the concrete. the steel cylinder and· .the pres tressed· \\'ires 
wil.J hold the ir.1creased r l6i p essure. : 
1 
1.3.3 Purpose of Prestress·ing Wire 
Becausp of t.he1 lo~· tensile properties of concrete. large amounts· of reinforc-
ing steel are required to prevent the deforrnation µf the pipe at working stresses 
that exceed th(' allo\vable elongation strain of the· concrete. Prest ressing the 
\\·ire. induces a compressive stress in the concrete core of the pipf'. Thus thf· 
core compression must he relieve.cl b·efore the concrete can go into tension. Thi~ 
results in increasing the overall allowable defotmation of the pipe and allo~'S the 
use of· small amounts of steel at high stresses. 4 
1.3.4 Purpose of Mortar Coating 
The covering of the prestressing wire and steel cylinder is important. The 
purpose of the coating is to protect the steel cylinder and wire from corrosion 
and handling damage. [6] The exterior mortar coating is alJo useful in holding 
the prestressing 
compressed. f7] 
• 
wire • In place . Thus keeping the concrete core evenly 
5 
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1.4 Methods of Producing Concrete Pipe 
There are several ways to producf• concrete pipe. ,.fhe methods differ in 
ho\\' the concret(' is forrnPd into th(• pipe. 1'hus a pipe is classified according to 
thf> procedurti used in its manufartur<!. Conrret.e pipl.) in the lJnited Stat.es con-
sists of cast. centrifugally spun, and p~ckerhead pipe. 
At present. prestr~ssed concrete pipt-> is manufactured bv the cast and 
. 
~ 
re.ntrif ugally spun methods. The difference in the two methods of producti.on of 
prestressed concrete pipe is in ho\\· the concrete core is produced. 
1.4.1 Cast and Vibrated Pipe 
(~ast· pipe is produced from a concrete rriix placed into forms having trre 
desired pipe dian-ieter. The concrete is cornpacted by vibrating t hf· concrete rnix 
direct]\·. By vibrating. tbe trapped air is rernoved and tbe required densit~ i~ 
obtained. The form also leaves a smooth finish on the completed surface of the 
r . pipe~s core. 18. 
1.4.2 Centrifugally Spun 
Centrifugally produced pipe is manufactured by .placing the concrete into a 
form and rotating the form at high speed. The centrifugal force created at high 
speed then compacts the concrete and forces the excess water out. The core is 
then smoothed with a trowel-like tool to an even surface. [7] 
6 
1.4.8 Packerhead Pipe 
Packcrhead pipe is produced by compar.ting a dry concrete mix against a 
forn1. The mix is compacted bv a revolving sho<.)., or packerhead. As concrete 
is fed into a vertical f orrn. the patkerhead risPs and _parks concret~e into place. 
This removes any excess water and gives the cor<) a srnooth finish. !9] 
1.5 Objectives 
Until recent.ly., only cast and centrifugally produced pipes wer<~ used in the 
lJnit.ed States as prestressed concrete pipe. J>ackerhead produced concrete pip(· 
,vas unused :berausP it had yet to hf' dPt_ermir1ed if parkerht'.lad pipe behaved as 
cast and centrifugally produced pipe. 
In thi~ thesis the hvdro~tatic tPsl rC'sults of s·ix parkerhrad pipe~ \\:ill bC' 
exarniTJed with respect t.o the analysis- equations for cast and cent rifugal1~ 
produced pipe. Thus the merit of using the design· criteria of cast and 
centrifugally produced pi.pe for packerh·ead pipe will be de.t~rn1ined. 
The . SIX pipes used in this thesis are all lined prestressed concrete pipe 
manufactured by the packerl1ead method. The diameter of pipes test.ed included 
two 0.61 m (24 in), two 0.91 m (36 in) and two 1.2 m (48 in) diameter pipes. 
In all pipes the prestressing wire is directly on the steel cylinder and not en-
cased in a concrete layer as it is in embedded pipe. 
7 
Chapter 2 
MA TERI AL PROPER TIES 
111 order to d(1 t errnin(l th<· behavio_r of the parkcrhead pipes t,csted the 
rnat.erial properties of t hP pipf· components had t.o bt) deterrnined. All of the 
te·sts wer<1 carried out at th(• ~_,ritz Engineering Laboratory~ Lehigh University 
under the supervision of Dr. Roger Slutter and Research Assistant Orhun Sor. 
2 .. 1 Steel Prestressi11g Wire 
In order for prest.ressing to be successfuL a high strength steel must be 
used. Due to relaxation of the steel. plastic flow of th~ concrete and concretr 
shrinkage. ordinary reinforcing st.er] \\'ill retain \·erv littlP of its original prestress 
after a f e\\· rr1onths. ~incc· this loss i~ a fixc·d an1ount. it becornes in1perative to 
use a st.eel \\·ith a high elastic lirnit so that a usefu] percent-age of the init-ial 
prestress \\'ill rernain after the detern1ined losses have occurfd. ,6 High strength 
steels are usually cc>]d dra.,vn. In coldworking the wires are subjected to a large 
plastic deformation w h·ich increases the strength~ raises the yield and decreases 
the ductlity of the wire. [lOJ The prestressing wire used was ASTM A648 #6 
Class III wire. This type of wire has a m-inim·uin .ultimate tensile strength of 
17 40 MPa (252,000 psi) [ 11) . When used in prestressing it is wrapped at a 
tensile stress of 1300 MP a (189,000 psi). [12] The ultimate strength of the wire 
used, as determined from actual tensile· tests was 1830 MPa (265,000 psi}. The 
I 
modulus of elasticity, as determined .from the stress versus strain curve was 
193,000 MPa {28 x 106psi} 
8 
2~1.l Inelastic Steel Losses 
Stee] under constant stress will elongate for a period of time. This inelas-
tic behavior is known as creep. ('.recp is defined as thP increas(-> of strain under 
a consta,nt · .. stress. 1"'he amount of creep is dependent. on the stress 
]eve]~ the 
temperaturr of the steel and thtl duration of the) loading. Thus the tate of 
creep increases as tbP stress and temperaturP increases and dec
reases as the 
duration of th·e load increases. f 10 In loss of prestress. ho\VPvcr. the 
creep affect 
is negligible. Because the prest,ress \vire is held by the pipe. the Jength r
emains 
unchanged. Thus t-hP conditions for treep are abst:'nt. 
Steel. in addition. to creep experiences arrothf>r typcj of inelastic bt>havior 
kno\\1 I1 as relaxation. Relaxation i.s defined a~ the decrc·asc· in stress wit h
ou1 a 
rhangcj in the., Jengt h of the spc·cimeri. 1"hf' relaxation ratf' is also de>pendf'nt on 
the stress lrvel and load duration. Relaxation~ as opposed to creep
. does play a 
very significant role in the loss of pres tress. l-13 j Thus a relaxation test of the 
prestress wire would approach the actual behavior of the prestres
s wire in the 
concrete pipe. 
Tests to quantify the relaxation losses were attempted. Difficulty 
in grip-
ping the wire specimens prevented the actual determination of a 
factor to ac-
.. 
count for relaxation.. Previous tests, however, have indicated tha
t these losses 
are proportional to the applied load-s. For th-e wire used, these 
losses can be 
taken as 5% of the gross wrapping stress. [ 12] 
... 
d 
·g 
-2. 2 (;oncrete Core 
For thr pipe to bt1 used at. high pressures the concrete used for the pip() 
rnust be high strength. This al)o~'s the -r.ore t.o handle the high pressures and 
maintain the structural integrit_y -of t.hfl pipe. 
The concrete used in the c.ore of the packerhead produced pipes was high 
strength concrete. The cornpressive strength of the concrete used~ as determined 
from 0. 15 rn x 0.3 n·1 (6 in x 12 in) cylinders, was 60 MPa ( 8700 psi}. The in-
itia] -modulus of elasticit \'. E .. determined frorn the stress- versus strain diagram 
. • Cl 
from the compression test ~1as 33.000 I\1Pa (4 .8 x 106 psi) . Thfl fin a] modulus 
of elasticity. Ec·r· ~·as estimated by increasing the E. bv JOC:C.. This resulted in 
:CI 
a Ecf of 36·.ooo T\1Pa ( 5.3 x 106psi). 
2.2.l Inelastic Concrete Losses 
g 
r (~oncret.e deforrns e1astical1y in proportion to the magnitude of the ai>plied 
•> 
load. The concrete continues to deform at. a decreasing rate until the defor-
mation finally stops. This deformation is due to the plastic flow and creep of 
. 
the concrete. Due to creep and plastic flow of the concrete., the prestress loss 
in the embedded cylinder pipe is in·creased from 5% to 10% of the wrapping 
stress. The increase of 5% is necessary in order to take into account ·l)he be-
.. 
havior of the concrete under the prestress wire. [ 12] Concrete creep is the most 
· important and most complex of the inelastic losses. A variety of factors affect 
the creep of concrete. C.reep varies inversely with the strength of the concrete 
at the tim_e of loading such that a .high strength concrete has a lower creep 
value then low strength. concrete. Creep is dependent on the stress in the con-
crete, the water cement ratio, the richness of the mix, aggregate size and the 
10 
. . ( 
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'· 
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,·· 
size of the specimen to be tested. llnder norma] temperature variations arid 
constant relative humidity .. th.e ,affect on creep is minor. If .. however., moistur<' 
conditions arP changed. creep is noticeably affected. Because there are so rnany 
variables involved in creep det,crmination~ it is difficult. t.o determine accurate 
values for concrete creep in prestressed concrete ·pip<·. /5! 
The creep strain of the concrete can be defined as a f unrtion of a variety 
of e]astir strains. such as the initial. ave-rage or residual strains. ln all deriva-
tions fo·und·. a function of t-he residua] el astir st.rain \Vas used t.o describe the 
creep strain. ! 12. Thi.s residual strain fun ct ion is defined as a crePp factor. Cr. 
This C \'alue is t.hf' ratio of elastic straiil to the gross inelastic creep strain. r 
14 In the analysis of spun pipt. this(' value is takf'n as ],;j and as 2.0 for 
r 
. 
cast ·p1 pf~. In this thesis. a (' value that caJJ b(' used for t }H, analvsis of pack-
r 
er head pipe \\'ill be obtained. 
In the derivation of the creep strain, the losses due to shrinkage are con-
sidered indirectly.. In service, the pipe external]y wil1 be in a rnoist environ-
ment, and in a completely saturated environment internally. In addition anv 
. .. 
losses, such as shrinka·ge, that occur after the pipes are made are taken into ac-
count by the determination of Cr by the. hydrostatic testing of aged pipe ex--
posed· to the ambient conditions of the test facility while being stored. 
Moreover, ·a pipe stored above ground between test periods will exhibit reversal 
of shrinkage when exposed to service conditions. [12] 
11 
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2.3 St.eel Cylinder 
The steel cy Jinder extends throughout the length of the pipe. It is of 16 
gage st.eel and has a thickness of 1.55 mm (0.061 in). The cylinder is water-
tight and was pressur(l tested to a cylinder tensile stress level of 170 J\1Pa 
(25~000 psi). prior to manufacture of the pipe. 141 .· J 
' 
I• 
., 
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Chapter 3 
TEST EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE 
3.1 Test Equipment 
In this testing program a large variety of equipment was use
d. ~fhe 
largest piece of test apparatus used was the Pipe Test Stand. Thr test 
stand 
was used to ho]d the pipP \V}1ile it was filling up with water for the hydrostatic 
testing. The st.and is approximately 9 rr1 (30 ft) Jong. 3 m (JO ft) high and 1.5 
m -(5 ft) ,vide. Figure 1 is a photograph of thr actual test st.and used in this 
investigation. ThP pipe· to be tested \\'as placed in and re111oved frorn the
 test 
st.and using Hvster Forklifts. After being tested tht pipe \\·as ren1ov
ed and 
stored above ground near the test stand. 
In order to deterrninP the changes in strain of the prestrc·ss wire
 during 
testing six strain gauges were used. The gauges were connected to th
e prestress 
wire at the quarter µoints of the pipe. Each pair of gauges \Ve
re placed 90° 
from each other. Figure .2 shows the locations of the gauges on one 
of the 1. 2 
m { 48 in) diameter pipes. The gauges were installed by the following method: 
I. The prestress wire were exposed by removing wooden blocks
 im-
planted on the \Vire and steel cylinder when the mortar covering w
as 
placed-. 
2. On the 0.91 m (36 in) diameter pipe with a prestress wire area of 
900.8 square millimeters per meter (0.4256 square inches per foot) , 
the prestress wires were cleaned with a wire brush. The use of t
he-
wire brush was stopped because the brush was hard enough 
to 
scratch the wire. 
3. The wire surfaces were sanded with a fine emery cloth to remove
 any 
slurry. 
13 
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4. Micro-measurements Chlorothene SM l)egrease.r was used to further 
prepare thP wire surfac<' for the strain gauges. 
5. The strain gages werf, then placed on the exposed clean 
micro-measurment.s strain gauges EA-06-l 25BT-I 20 and M 
200. The gages had a gauge of 3.17 rnrn (0.125 in) and 
tor of 2.05. 
. . 
wires using 
-+ M Bond 
a gage fac-
6. After the strain gauges wer<) secured firmly, a Buty] rubber sea]ing 
strip was used t.o cover the gauges to protect them from moisture 
and corrosion damage. 
7. On top of the rubber sealing cornpound a strip of aluminum foi] \Vas 
p)aced to further protect the compound and gauges. 
8. A coating of neoprene rubber was then applied to the entire area ex-
posed by the \Vooden blocks. 
The six st.r~i n gauges were then connected t.o s~1 it.ch box :if 6F·. \\' hicb in turn 
\\'as connected to a st rain indicator. -~ photograph of a pre pared gauge is 
sho\.vn in Figure 3. Figure 4 is a photograph of the pressurt· purnp. pressur(' in-
dicator and S\Vit.ch OOX Used in thf-' teslin-g. 
3.2 Test Procedure 
In order to determine a C value applicable to the packer.head pipe, r 
hydrostatic tests were performed on the pipes. 
A hydrostatic test was performed by bulkheading the bell and spigot ends 
of a pipe with a heavily reinforced steel plate. The pipe was then placed into 
the test stand and held in place with wooden wedges. Water was then intro-
duced into the pipe and the internal pressure was gradually increased. 
W·i th the increase in 'internal pressure the 
. 
compressive stress in the 
cylinder and core was gradually decreased. The internal pressure during testing 
14 
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at which the compressive stress in the concrete becomes zero is defined as a 
• 
zero compression pressure. 
,i 
This zero compression pressure decreases as time 
passes. Therefore, this pressurr is more accurately called the zero compression 
pressure before all losses have occured or Pod· I 15] 
The P 9d decreases asymptotically to a constant pressure. after about 783 
days. ·This final pressure value is. described as the· zero compression pressure, or 
P 
0
• ln this thesis, the P0 d values are examined to determine the behavior of 
the Cr values as the Pod approaches the designed ·p O value of the pipe. The 
working pressure. ·p.w~ of the pipe in service shou)d not exceed 0.8:t:p 0 • This is 
done so that a s1nal1 residua] con·fpression stress \vill rernain in the core un.der 
the operating conditions of the pip<· . 
.i\t pressures above the zero r.ompr~ssion pressure. either P 0 or P 0 d. the in-
ner concret,e core is assu\ned to be unstressed. At these pressures, st.ress in the 
steel cylinder and _prestress wire increases at a higher rate. With increasing the 
internal pressure the elastic limit pressure~ the Pl' of the pipe is reached. T_'he 
P 1 is the pressure which causes the wire stress to be raised to the gross wrap-
, ping stress, Fsg· Continuing the increase in internal pressure, the bursting pres-
sure, the P.b' of the pipe is reached·. This is the internal pressure at which the 
ultimate strength of the -prestress wire is achieved. [6] The bursting pressure of 
the pipe involved in this thesis will be determined experimentally after the Pod 
testing is completed. 
All six pipes underwent hydrostatic testing. On the first day of the test-
15 
ing each oipe was filled with water and held at a pressure of approximately 
125o/c, that. of the designed P. value) for about one ho.ur. This was done to 
·. 0 
make sure the conrr<>t.e corr \Vas initially cracked. After one hour the internal 
pressure was returned to zero. Strain readings were t.hen recorded as the pres-
sure was increased in 0.14 MJ>a. (20 psi) increments. .i\s. however·. the designed 
P
O 
value for the pip<· was approached by the internal pressure, the internal 
pressure was increased by ot1ly 0.07 MPa ( 10 psi) increments. The test was 
st.upped after the internal pressurr reached about 125<.i'o of the designed P 0 • 
This procedure was repratPd for ,·ach of the test periods. except for the in-
itial pressuripg of the specific pipe to 125lic of the designed 1~ \'alue. All fht'' 0 
pipes \\.·err t,ested at 5. ] 5. 29. 57. 9,J aJ1d 180 da:vs aft.er prest rpssing. except for 
the 0.91 rr1 (36 in) diarnet<·r pipe' \\·ith an . .\f-·~ 900.~ square miUirnetPrs per 
meter (0.4256 squarr inches per foot) and the t \vo l. 2 rr1 ( 48 in) dia1neter pipes. 
Only the first da.y of testing for thes(-' three pipes cliff ered from the other three. 
The 0.91 m (36 in) diameter pipe was tested 4 days aft.er prestressing and the 
two 1.2 m ( 48 in) dian1eter pipes were tested· 6 days after prestressing. 
Table 1 contains the description of the pipes investigated in this thesis .. 
The first column is the nominal diameter of the pipe. The next colum·n 
• 1n-
dicates whet-her the pipe is the High pressure or Low pressure pipe. For ex-
ample, 24H describes the high pressure, P
O 
==1. 735 MPa (251. 7 psi) , 0.61 m ( 24 
in) diameter pipe and the 24L describes the low pressure, P 0 =1.300 MPa (188.5 
psi), 0.61 m· (24 in) diameter pipe. 
16 
Thr A~ column indicates the area of the prestress wire. The higher the 
area the higher the zero compression pressure (both P0 and P 0 d). The fourth 
column. the A column contains the concrete core area. Not.e that the area 
. . (' 
remains unchanged between identical pipe sizes. 
The next column contains the stee] c.vlinder area~ or the A . This area y 
rerr1ains unchanged among all six pipes. The area of the steel cylinder is con-
stant throughout each pipe. 
The n"C~xt three columns contain the P 0 (with a C:r=-1.5). the Pr and Pb 
pressures of thP pipes respectively. In comparing the P 0 • PI" an Pb \·.alues. an 
interesting conclusion ran be .dra\\·n. Tht' P
O 
pressure is much lo\\:er than both 
the elastic and bursti11g pressures. This indicates a high fact.or of saft:ey in the 
design of the pipe. This allo\\1S the pipe to \\1ith~tand exterior loadings imposed 
on the pipe in service. During the testing of .these pipes, the pressures used in 
tests ·were lower then the P1 and Pb pressures of the respective pipes. 
17 
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Chapter 4 
EXPERIMENT AL DAT A 
For each pipe hydrostatically tested experiment.al data was recorded. The 
• data consisted of six strain gauge readings per pressur£> increm·ent up to and in-
cluding the designed P
O 
value for the pipe being tested. This was done for 
• 
each pipe on each day of testing. 
4.1 Press11re versus St.rain Dingram 
From the hydrostatic test~ internal pressure increment va-lues and the car-
responding change in prest ress strain readings v..1ere determined. In a 
pres tress V..'i re that is straigh't on Iv 
. 
one strarn gauge is required to find the 
change in the strain of thP prestres~ v,.,·ire accurately. In prestressed pipe. 
however. the prestress wire is curved. Therefore. even though the pipe i·s pres-
surized uniformly and has uniform material properties throughout. one strain 
gauge mounted on the prestress ,vire will produce inaccurat.e changes in the 
wire's strain. To avoid this problem s_ix strain gauges were connected to the 
prestress wire. This resulted in six change of strain readings per pressure incre-
ment. 
In order to obtain one representative change in strain reading per pressure 
increment, the six change of strain readings were averaged together. Thus the 
prestress wire str_ain value became both less susceptible to any one local gauge 
behavior and also better reflected the overall behavior of the- pipe. With these 
internal pressure and change of strain readings, a pressure versus strain diagram 
was drawn for each pipe on each day of testing. 
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Thr shape of all the pressure versus strain diagrams were similar. As thr 
internal pressure w·as increased, the change· of the strain readings also increased. 
v·isually, the relationship between the pressure and strain was linear. As th() 
internal pressure passed the P
0
d valu<~ .. the behavior of the curve changed. For 
an increase in internal pressure, a. larger change in strain per pressure increment 
\\'as obtained. \'isually, the relationship in this region between internal pressure 
and change of strain also appeared linear. Figures 5 thru 10 are pressure ver-
sus strain diagrams of the six pipes investigated in this thesis. These diagrams 
are drawn from the hydrostatic tests taken 180 days aft.er prestressing. 
4.2 Internal Pressure Increments 
To obtain the pressure versus strain diagram for each pipe~ change of 
strain values \\·ere det.ermined at different internal pressure increments. The in-
ternal pressure increrr1ents used in tbr hydrosta.t ic tests are shown in Table 2. 
Table 2 shows that below the designed Pod value 0.14 MPa (20 psi) incre-
ments were used. As, however, the P
0 
value was approached, the 0.14 MPa (20 
psi) increments were changed to 0.07 MPa (IO psi} increments. The purpose of 
the change was to find the Pod with higher accur:acy and to minimize the num-
ber of unnecessary data points. The tests were stopped when the internal pres-
sure reached approximately 125 % of the ·design P0 d value. 
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4.S Dates of Hydrostatic Testing 
As stated previously, the pipes were test.ed 5. }5. 29. 57, 95, and ]80 days 
after prestressing with the exception of the 36H and the two 1.2 m (48 in) 
diameter pipes. Due to difficulty in strain gauging and testing, the first day of 
testing for these three pipes were different from the other three. The other 
three pipe's first day of testing was the 24 July 1984. 5 days after prestressing. 
The 36H pipe was first tested on the 23 July 1984. 4 days after prestressing, 
and t.he two 1.2 m ( 48 in) diameter pipes were tested on the 25 July 1984, 6 
days aft.er prestressing. After the first day of testing, all subsequent testing of 
the six pipes occured on the Same day. Tahir 3 contains all of the dates and 
days after prest ressing the pipes werr hyd rost.atically tested. 
4.4 pod versllS Time c;ra1>l1 
Zero compressim1 pressure beforl' all losses have occured is defined as Pod' 
The Pod of a pipe can be determined from the pipe ·s pressure versus strain 
diagram. With the Pod and time from prestressing values, a Pod versus time 
diagram can be determined. Figure 11 shows one of the Pod diagrams obtained 
from the data. This graph indicates a changing P 0 d value over time. The 
ideal P
0
d versus tirne diagram should be a smooth slowly decreasing curve which 
approaches the designed P
O 
of the pipe at about 783 days after prestressing. A 
sudden change in the Pod' such as an increase or decrease, could be the result 
of a change in the curing conditions experienced by the pipe. 
20 
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4.5 Creep FBctor v"ersus Tirne Diagram 
Frorn earh of the experimenta] zero compression pressures~ the P 0 d values~ 
a creep factor can be back calculated. \Vith this creep fact.or and time after 
pre.stressing, a creep factor versus time diagram can be deterrnined. This graph, 
as a result, can be used to determine the behavior of the (~ value over tirne. 
r 
Figure' 12 is a Cr versus time graph obtained from the experimental P 0 d values. 
A ty pica) experimental (; . grap.h would have initially high C versus time a r r 
value indicating high initial losses. .i\s tin1e passes. however~ the losses should 
decrease and eventuallv the C v_alue shotild be constant. 
• -r 
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Chapter 5 
AN AL YSIS OF EXPERIMENT AL DAT A 
5.1 Ideal Pressure versus Strain Diagran1 
In an ideal pressure versus strai~ diagrarn frorr1 a hydrostatic test,
 the 
curve will have two roughly linear portions. One of these lines wil
l begin at 
zero and proceed to the Pod· The other line of points will st.art from
 the Pod 
proceed t.o the final. value used in t·he test, or about 125o/c. of the P 0 • The 
two 
lines of points will have different slopes in \\'hich the top portion of 
the graph 
will have a smaller slope then the bottom portion. Figure 13 show
s an idea] 
pressure versus strain diagrarri. 
The pressur(-> ·versu~ st rain diagrams for t hf· packerhead pipes \Vere similar 
to the ideal pressure versus strain diagran1. The graphs had t\\·o dif
ferent lilles 
with a break at the P 0 d of the pipe. Due t
,o self-weight. internal residua] 
stresses~ and the averaging of the strain values, the graphs started 
at pressure 
an.d strain values other than zero. The values \\1ere unchanged becaus
e changing 
the graph such that the initial portion of the curve went through 
zero, would 
incorrectly and adversely change the pipe's calculated Pod from its ac
tual value. 
As a result, all the Pod v a]ues were determined from the unmodified graphs. 
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5.2 Linear Regression Analysis 
In order t.o accurately determine thr break in the pressure versus strain 
diagrams, a linear regression analysis \\'as carried out on the top and bottom 
portions of the graphs. lJsing a Hewlet.t Packard HP l]c, int.erna) pressurP and 
averaged strain values were input.ed and the equation of a line through the in-
puted points was determined. This procedure was followed for both the top aLd 
bottom portions of the pressure versus strain diagrams. To determine the inter-
section of the two portions of the curve, the method of simultaneous equations 
\vas used. The method of simultaneous equations resulted in the intersection of 
the two line equations. This intersection also represented the break, ·Or Pod~ of 
the respective pipe. Fig.ure 14 shows a regression analvsis done on thP pressure 
versus strain d'iagram for the 24L pipe on the sixth da\ of testing. 
5.2.1 Difficulties With Linear Regression 
In determining the line equations in th.e pressure versus strain diagrams~ 
some difficulty .. was encountered. One of the difficulties was- in determining which 
of the linear regression analysis some of the points belonged to. In many of the 
pressure versus strain graphs the top point .in the bottom portion of the curve 
could also be used in the top portion of tht· curve. Thus depending on whether 
the extra point was included in the bottom, top, or both portions of the c\1rve, 
. 
different line equations would be obtained. From the different line equations, 
depending on the pair of equations used, different Pod values would be deter-
mined. 
In such . instances, several line equations were· determined. Line equations 
were determined both with and- without the extra point. Then using the line 
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equations with the extra point. on the bottom, top and on both the top and 
bottom portion of the graph, several Pod values were determined .. 
This resu]t.ed in several Pod· values for the same pipe for the same day of 
testing. In order to increase the r(~producibility of the Pod by other inves-
tigators, a final P~d was determined by averaging the different P0 d values ob-
tained frorn the different cases. 1"'ables 4 thru 9 show averaged Pod values for 
t:,- 1 
/ 
each pipe on its test day with its standard deviation. In the case where there 
was a W(-!ll defined intersection of lines , a single value for P0 d was determined. 
The asterisk in the tables indicat~s that only one intersection point from the 
·pressure versus strain diagra1n was used to find the pipe~s Pod value . 
.I 
.. i\ second difficultv encountered was ,vhen a pressure versus strain diagrarn 
appeared to have three di_stiguishable lines. One line in t.he beginning. 
. 
one 1n 
the middle and one in the end of the diagram. In these cases the middle and 
top lines were used to determine a Pod value. The initial portion of the curve 
was probably due to the aligning of the pipe. Thus the middle portion of the 
curve would accurately represent the behavior of the pipe's concrete core below 
pod" 
A third difficulty encountered, was the top _point on the bottom portiqn of 
the curve sometimes belonged to neither the top nor the bottom of the graph. 
,: 
In such a case, the point was excluded from both of the linear regression 
analysis of the top and the bottom . portions of the pressure versus strain 
graphs. As a result only one Pod value would be obtained from this solution. 
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Figures 15 thru '20 show the behavJor of the Pod values ob
tained from each 
pipe's pressure versus strain diagrams. 
5.3 Theoretical Results 
From the material properties of the packerhead pipe com
ponents, theoreti-
cal values for the intermediate zero compression pressure
 values can be deter-
mined. With the use of an analysis equation and specific 
C values for spun arid 
r 
cast pipe, the P 0 d values can be evaluated. 
5.3.1 Pod Equation 
An ·equation to determine the ·pod of a pres.tressed concr
ete pipe has been 
determined .. depending on the C value constant. The equ
ation is: 
r 
p = 
od 
F .== Cl 
D== 
F == 
er 
A == 
C 
N -·
r 
A + n· (A 
D 
fci - ((D + 50) + 0.06) (fci f . ) . er 
C . r S 
+ A ) y 
where: 
Theoretical Zero Compression Pressure Before ~Al1 Losses Have 
Occured at D day.s from prestressing. (Pressure) 
Initial Concrete Core Compression. (Stress) 
Days- From Prestressing. 
Final Concrete Core Compression. (Stress) 
Concrete Core Area. (Area) 
Final Modulus of Elasticity Ratio 
(Stress) 
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1 ~· u .. Concrete E/E . s er 
A= s 
D = y 
p= 
F = sg. 
R -=-1 
R = () 
N.-
1. 
p'== 
Prestress Wire Area. ( Area per length) 
lns-ide Diameter of Cylinder. (Length) 
F . is found from:-
. Cl 
pf (1 - R1. - R2) sg 
' 1 + ni {p + p) 
with the variables: 
A 'A sl <" 
\\' rapping or Prestressing Stress. (Stress) 
Relaxation and Creep Loss Factor for \\'irr 
En1bedrnent Loss Factor for Embeded (:ylinder Pipe (Equa] to 
zero for· lined pipe). 
Initial Modulus R-atio -E IE . (Stress). S Cl 
.. t\ I A y/ C 
And F is calculated bv: 
er 
F 
er 
-
.. 
pf . 
sg B 
1 + n (p + P') 
r 
In which B is equal to: 
' 2 (1 - R1 - R2) [1 + nr (p + P )] · B = _.;..----------=-~___::.__ ______ ~--~~,-----"---~ 
[ 1 + n . (p + p ' ) ] [ 1 + n (p + p ) (1 + c· ) ] 1 r · r 
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With these equations a theoretical Pod versus time diagram can be plotted 
using the appropriate values for the pipe being investigated. 114] [15) 
Two theoretical curves for each pipe were determined. One curve using a 
Cr of 1 .5 and another using a (Jr of 2.0. For comparison., the P 0 d from the 
hydrostatic tests for each pipe was plotted on the theoretical graph for an iden-
tical spun and cast pipe. This \Vas done so that the behavior of the packerhead 
pipe test specimen could be compared to a spun or cast pipe with identical 
component properties. 
5.4 Comparison Between Computed and Test Pod V aloes 
Frorr1 the Pod versus time diagram a pat.tern seemed to reoccur in all six 
pipes. OveralJ as time progresses~ the test va]ues obtained from the ·packerhead 
pipes were higher than the con1puted zero compressi<H1 pressurr for a identical 
spun or cast pipes. Figures 21 thru 26 sho\v the six Pod versus time grap.hs 
\.\rith identical spun and cast pipe theoretical Pod values. 
Upon closer inspection of_ the results, another observation can be made. 
The test result data is jagged, while the theoretical data is smooth and con-
tinous. This difference in behavior can be attributed to a change in environmen-
tal conditions during the storage time. between test days. Follo,ving the fourth· 
test day, concern arose that the pipes may be drying too rapidly. Therefore it 
was decided to spray the pipes with water weekly between tests. In order to 
keep the moisture in, it was also decided to entirely cover each pipe with plas-
tic. Thus the ·spraying would explain som.e of tb·e increases 'in the Pod values. 
With the spraying, the concrete increased in stiffness and most of the losses 
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that would have taken place had the pipes remained dry were prevented and 
reversed to a certain ext.ent. This would decrease the loss of the concrete core 
compression~ and as a result have increased the P 0 d value. 
5.5 Creep Factor versus Time Diagram Analysis 
Because of the varying behavior~ the Cr value at each test point was com-
puted. By using the test Pod and the component properties· the Cr value was 
recalculated using_ t.he equation given in the previous 
then plotted on a (: versus time diagrarn for each. 
r 
from the parkerhead pipes could br compared to t.he 
for spun and cast pipes. 
section. 
As a 
value 
This 
result 
of 1. 5 
C value was 
r 
the (~ value 
r 
and 2~0 used 
A common behavior \Vas observed arriong all the pipes. The initial reading 
rc~vealed a very high (~r value. This 1arg·e valiic. as \vould be expected. indicate~ 
a large Joss immediately after prestressing. As time progressed~ however. t.he Cr 
value decreased steadily with generally only one major increase. The increase 
occured on the fourth reading on every pipe except for two. The 36H pipe 
decreased and the 24H pipe showed a slight decrease at this point. 
The increase in C on the fourth test day was caused by· the warm and 
r 
dry environment.al condition·s in which the pipe was stored before the fourth 
reading. With the warm and .dry environn1ent, the volumetric losses of the con-
crete in the pipe was jncreased, which resulted in lowering the pipe's Pod value. 
Figures 27 thru 32 show the Cr values obtained from the Pod values from the 
test. C values of 1.5 and 2.0 are indicated with dotted lines for comparitive 
r 
purposes. 
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5 .6 Effect of Bulkheads on Pod Value 
One factor related to the volumeteric losses is the 
effect. the bulkheads had 
on the behavior of the pipes. The bulkheads when 
left on the pipe between test-
ing prevented the drying out of the concrete in t
he pipes. ln other words the 
volurnetrir losses in the core were ·decreased by t
he use of bulkheads between 
testing periods. 
In, this investigation. there were only four sets of 
bulkheads. The pairs of 
bulkheads available ~·ere two 0.61 rn (24 in). one 0.91 m(36 in)
., and one 1.2 m 
(48 in) diameter bulkheads-. As a result on the two 0.6] m (24
 in) diameter 
pipes had bulkheads on throughout the course of 
the storage and testing time. 
In the case of the 0.9] m (36 in) and 1.2 m ( 48 in) diameter
 pipes only one of 
eacb pipe size could have a bulkhead bet\\1een day
s of testing. This resu.Jt.ed in 
different pipes having a bulkhead bet,veen test da
ys. A pipe that ,vas tested 
first had a bulkhead on from the last test date.
 Thus the pipe of identica] 
diameter was left open b.ut would be stored with 
bulkheads in place during the 
next interval between tests. This \\i·as the proced
ure used for both the 0.91 m 
(36 in) and 1.2 m ( 48 in) diameter pipes. After the fourth 
test day, however, 
all the pipes and pipe ends were covered with plas
tic. ln addition, a second pair 
of bulkheads was n1anufactured for the 0.91 m (36 in) diameter
 pipe. 
Thus knowing if the bulkheads were left on a pipe
 during a storage period 
is important. If the bulkheads remained on the p
ipe during the entire test or ·:, 
just during -a storage period, the volumetric losses were reduc·ed d
uring the time 
the bulkheads were attached. If the bulkheads we
re left off, the concrete core 
\. . 
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would be subjected to a much quicker drying and thus • experience more 
volumetric changes. 
With this information the P d and C versus tirr1e curves can be analyzed. 
o · r 
In both the 24H and 24L pipes' P
0
d versus tirr1c> diagrams, the Pod decreased 
uniformly until the fifth data point. This is the first point at. which data is 
taken after the pipes were sprayed once a week. After this point~ the P0 d values 
increase due to the decrease and to some extent. reversal of the volumeteric 
losses experienced by the concrete. In the C versus tin1e diagrarr1, the C value r r 
is decreasing. The bulkheads prevent a rapid drying of thf' core thus the C r 
value remains about the same or decreases. 
In the P ·d versus tirne diagrarn for the :{6L and· 36}1 pipes thl' P d value 
0 0 
deer.eases and then increases. This \Vas probably due to the initial volumetric 
changes and then hardening of the concrete. Then the Pod value increases for 
one pipe, the 36H~ and decreases sharply for the other. This was due to the 
fact that the 36L pipe remained o.pen during the drying period between testing 
and 36H remained closed. The C bears this out in that the C value increases 
r r 
greatly for the 36L pipe and decreases for the 36H pipe. Following the spraying 
of the pipes -the Cr value decreases for both 
. pipes indicating that the 
volumeteric losses are reduced· and in some cases even reversed. 
In the Pod versus time diagram for the 1.2 m ( 48 in) diameter pi."pes there 
was an increase in Pod·· This was probably due to an increase in concrete 
strength and modulus. After this initial increa.,se, the 48L pipe continued to in-
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crease while the 48H pipe remained about. the sarr1e. This behavior was the 
result of the 48H pipe being closed while the 48L ·pipe remained open. In the 
second half of the Pod versus time graph. both of the pipes Pod values decreased 
sharply. This indicates that the warm dry air t.o which the pipes were exposed 
.. 
affected the volumetric changes of the concrete. In this case the effect of the 
bulkheads are probably reduced due to the large exposed surface area inside of 
the pipes. Aft,er the low Pod both pipes were moist cured and the Pod values in-
creased. This indicates that the spraying and the covering of the pipes reduced 
the volumetrir changes to a great .extent. In addition the expanding of the con-
crete increases the prestressing force in the wire. which in turn increases the Pod 
of the pipes. The C value as in the other pi.pes started out initially quite hig·h. 
r 
:\s tirne progressed. the C value decreased. As wou·]d be expected. the C value r r · 
in both of the 1 .2 m. { 48 in) diameter pipes increases \vith the fourth test d·a,·. 
indicating that tbe volurnetric losses which occured \vere caused by the \varrr1 . 
dry air. .. ;\.fter the fourth test point the Pod values increa$ed with a cor-
rresponding decrease in the Cr values. This would indicate again that the losses 
.. 
were reduced -or even reversed. 
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Chapter 
CREEP FACTOR AND 
6.1 Concl11sior1s 
6 
CONCLUSIONS 
Frorn all the previous data, several conclusions can be drawn. f"'irst the 
analysis equations used for spun and cast pipes are applicable to packer head 
produced pipe. The theoretical behavior of identical spun and cast pipes are 
similar to the ex·perimental behavior of the packerhead pipes. Thus the use of 
the analysis equations for cast and spun pipe ar<\ applicable for analyZing the 
packerhead pipe as long as a suitable C value is used in the equations. 
r 
·s.erond. in every case the final experirnenta'J (~ value is belo\\· the c: value 
r r 
used for spun and cast pipl'.. Th US ff Orn t bf' ( ~ VS ti J n f> graph . 0 fl e Can der j Ve 
r 
that the packerhead .produced pipe has a (~ value approaching a ]o\ver value 
r 
then 2 or even 1.5. In the analysis. however. of packerhead pipe the use of 1.5 
for C is recommended. The use of 1.5 for analvsis will result in a conservative r ~ 
value for Pod as long as the analysis is done for times 60 days after prestress-
• 1ng. 
If, however, analysis is to be d·one for times earlier than 60 days after 
prestressing, another · Cr should ·be used. Depending on the specific time before 
60 days a Cr value much larger th.en 1.5 would be required for an accurate 
analysis. A large Cr value is necessary to account for the high initial losses in 
the prestressing force in the wire. 
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6. 2 Further Tests 
This thesis only includes data on th() six pipes up to aud including the 
test results of 180 days after prestressing. f"ollowing tests will determine if the 
Cr va]ues will continue to decrease as is expected. 
During this investigation, several factors were considered constant. In f u-
ture tests. the following can be examined: 
1. The affect of water temperature and q·uality used in the hydrostatic 
test on the Pod and Cr values. 
2-. The Jeaving of alJ the bulkheads on or al) of the bulkheads off 
during the storage periods. Th:is \Vould allow an accurate determina-
tion of the bulkheads affect on thr P d and C values. 
o r 
3. Comparing the results ·of actual spun and cast pipe test data. right 
after prestressing ,vit.h thr aata obtained from packerhead pipe right 
after prestressing. Thi~ \\·ou]d sho\\· ho\\· thP behaviors of spun. cast.. 
and packerhead cornpare. 
4. Finding the actual conditions that spun and cast prestressing pipe 
were tested under in order to make a better comparison with the be-
havior of the packe.rhead prestressed concrete pipe. 
6.3 Final Note 
Prestressed concrete pipe is a very important part of the w;:i,ter distribution 
network in the lJnited States as well as the world. From the data obtained,· 
packerhead produced concrete pipe is comparable to both spun and cast 
prestressed concrete pipes. Thus packerhead pipe can, and should be, a part of 
the water distribution network in the United States. 
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I 
l.v 
V1 
I 
Diameter 
m 
(in.) 
0.61 
(24) 
0.61 
(24) 
.Q. 9 
(36) 
0.91 
(36) 
1.2 
(36)-
1.2 
(48) 
Pipe 
Description 
24H 
24.L 
36H 
361 
48H 
48L 
TABLE l DESCRIPTION OF PIPES INVESTIGATED 
A 
s 
2 
nnn /m 
. ( in . 2 I ft . ) 
672.0 
(0.3175) 
494.4 
(0 .2336) 
900.8 
(0.4256) 
571.5 
(0.27) 
889.6 
(O .4203) 
643.5 
(0. 3040) 
A 
C 
2 
nun /m 
2 (in. /ft.) 
36,551 
(17. 268) 
36·, 551 
(17.268) 
55,601 
(26.268) 
55,601 
{26.268) 
74,651 
(35.268) 
74 ,.651 
(35.268) 
A y 
2 
nun /m 
2 (in. /ft.) 
1,550 
(0.732) 
1,550 
(0.732) 
1,550 
(0.732) 
1,550 
(0.732) 
1,550 
(0 ._732) 
1,550 
(0. 732) 
Po PL PB 
MPa MPa MPa 
(psi) (psi) {psi) 
1.735 2.848 4.858 
(251. 7) (413 .1) (704.6) 
1.300 2.173 3.912 
(188.5) (315.2) (567.4) 
1.658 
(240.5) 
2.9c479 
(3-59.5) 
4-.052 
(587.6) 
1.081 1.644 2.882 
(156.7) (238.5) (417.9) 
1.296 1.838 3.009 
(188.0) (_2. 665). (436.4) 
0.954 1.370 2 .353 
(138.3) (198.7) (341. 3) 
• I 
Pipe 
24H 
241 
36H 
361 
48H 
481 
.. 
TABLE 2 PRESSURE INCREMENTS USED IN P
0
d TESTS 
Pressure Range in wh.ich 
0.14 MPa (20 psi) 
increments were used 
Pressure 
0.14 - ·1.4 
(20 - 200) 
0.14 - 0.97 
(20 - 140) 
0.14 - 1.2 
(20 - 180) 
0.14 - 0.83 
(20 - 120) 
o .14 - ·o. 97 
(20 - 140) 
0 .14 ·- 0. 69 
(20 - 100) 
-36-
Pressure Range in which 
0.07 MPa (10 psi) 
increments were used 
Pressure 
1.4 - 2.3 
(210 - 33.0) 
1.03 - 1.90 
(150 - 270). 
1.3 - 2.1 
(190 - 300) 
0.9 - 1.4 
(13.0 - 200) 
1.03 - 1.7 
(150 - 250) 
0.76 - 1.4 
(110 - 200) 
u 
} 
l 
1 
TABLE 3 DATES OF HYDROSTATIC TESTING 
Days After 
Prestressing 
4 - 6 
15 
29 
57 
95 
180 
Date 
July 23, 1984 - July 25, 1984 
August 3, 1984 
August 17, 1984 
September 14, 1984 
October 22, 1984 
January 15, 1985 
., 
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TABLE 4 P
0
d AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR 24H PIPE 
pod 
MPa 
(psi) 
2.046 
(296.7) 
2.024 
(293.6) 
2.009 
(291.3) 
1.879 
(272.5) 
1.895 
(274.9) 
2.003 
(290.9) 
Standard 
Deviation 
MPa 
(psi) 
0.016 
(2.28-) 
0.023 
(3.32) 
0.003 
( 0. L:.51) 
0.008 
(1.15) 
0.031 
(4.45) 
* 
The asterisk in Tables 4 through 9 
indicate that only one intersection 
was used to determine the P0 d value. 
-38-
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TABLE 5 P
0
d AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR 241 PIPE 
pod 
MPa 
(psi) 
1.591 
(230. 7) 
1.586 
(230.0) 
1.557 
(225.8) 
1.473 
(213.7) 
1.488 
(215.8) 
1.509 
(218.9) 
See notation on Table 4. 
Standard 
Deviation 
MPa 
(psi) 
0.004 
(0.610) 
0.009 
(1.27) 
* 
0.016 
(2.27) 
* 
* 
-39-
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TABLE 6 P
0
d AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR 36H PIPE 
Standard Pod 
Deviation 
MPa 
(psi) 
1.730 
(250.9) 
1.642 
(238. 2) 
1.797 
(260.7) 
1.837 
(266.4) 
1.899 
(275.5) 
1.814 
(263.1) 
See notation on Table 4. 
. . 
MPa 
(psi) 
0.014 
(2.03) 
* 
* 
* 
* 
0.015 
(2.20) 
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TABLE 7 P
0
d AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR 361 PIPE 
p 
od 
MPa 
(psi) 
1.179 
(171.0) 
1.148 
(166.5) 
1.204 
(174.6) 
0.998 
(144.7) 
1.060 
(153.8) 
1.195 
(173.3) 
See notation on Table 4 . 
Standard 
Deviation 
MPa 
(psi) 
0.033 
( 4 ... 7 6) 
* 
0.009 
(1.34) 
* 
0.018 
(2.57) 
0.071 
(10.4) 
-41-
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TABLE 8 P
0
d AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR 48H PIPE 
pod 
MPa 
(psi) 
1.438 
(208.6) 
1.530 
(221. 9) 
1.537 
. (222. 9) 
1.400 
(203.2) 
1.529 
(221. 7) 
1.578 
(228.9) 
Standard 
Deviation 
MPa 
(psi) 
* 
0.013 
(1.85) 
0.013 
(1.92) 
0.015 
(2.14) 
* 
* 
See notation on Table 4 . 
. , 
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TABLE 9 P
0
d AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR 481 PIPr 
pod 
MPa 
(psi) 
1.113 
(161.4) 
1.183 
(171.5) 
1.232 
(178.7) 
1.154 
(167.4) 
1.181 
(171.3) 
1.303 
(188.9) 
Standard 
Deviation 
MPa • 
(psi) 
0.011 
(1.68) 
0.012 
(1. 7 3) 
* 
* 
* 
* 
See notation on Table 4. 
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Fig. 1 Test Stand Used in Hydrostatic Tests 
·, 
-45-
i 
Fig. z· Locations of Strain Gages on a Pipe 
·-46·-
t. 
\. 
)') 
Fig. 3 Prepared Gage During Hydrostatic Testing 
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Fig. 4 Equipment Used in Hydrostatic Tests 
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